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Okta is the leading independent identity provider. With more than 
7,000 pre-built application integrations, Okta provides simple and 
secure access to people and organisations everywhere.  
 
For more information, visit okta.com/uk
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Awareness of solutions 
that support Zero Trust

Talent/skill shortage Cost concerns

Identity-driven security is 
hitting its stride in Europe 
Discover key insights from Okta’s report, The State of Zero Trust 
Security 2022. Find out where European organisations are on their 
Zero Trust journey and which initiatives they’re prioritising next.

More than twice as many European 
organisations have a Zero Trust plan 
in place compared to 2021.

As credential attacks rise, identity 
is considered key to a Zero Trust strategy.

Extending SSO and MFA for employees are the most widely 
adopted Zero Trust initiatives for European organisations.

Adoption of passwordless access in Europe  
is set to rise sevenfold in the coming months.

Europe doubles down on implementation

Identity is at the core of Zero Trust

SSO and MFA reach widespread rollout

Passwordless picks up the pace… 

Top 3 challenges in implementing Zero Trust

… with financial services leading the way

While Europe currently trails other regions on Zero Trust adoption, it’s set 
to catch up with nearly 100% having a defined strategy in play or in plan.

Zero Trust is becoming a universal mindset

Say it’s important

while

84%

Say it’s  
business-critical

14%

Nearly a quarter of financial services providers globally plan 
to have adopted passwordless within the next 12-18 months.

The biggest blockers to adopting Zero Trust 
among European organisations are:

For more Zero Trust insights from Europe 
and around the world, and to find out why 
a true Zero Trust architecture must have 
identity at its heart, see the full report, 
The State of Zero Trust Security 2022

Okta commissioned Pulse Q&A to talk to 201 security decision makers 
at the director level or higher in Europe, the Middle East and Africa, 
between March and May 2022. 

Methodology

91% said they had allocated a moderate  
or significant year-on-year increase  
in budget for Zero Trust initiatives.

SSO for employees 

MFA for employees 

Privileged access 
management for 
cloud infrastructure 

Employee directory 
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to cloud apps 

Secure access 
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